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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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10* 12
10*12 Ten raised to twelfth power, i.e. 1. 000 . 000 . 000 . 000, 1 million, or 1 trillion Ibero-America

1797 nelumbium javanicum poir
NELUMBRIUM JAVANICUM POIR , 1797 , LOTO species ( Nuciferous Nelumbo ) .   Aquatic plant of the Nelumboceae
family.  It is the national flower of India.  It is a sacred flower and has been, since time immemorial, a symbol of good
omen in Indian culture.  It symbolizes purity, beauty, majesty, grace, fertility, abundance, wealth, wisdom and serenity.
According to Greek mythology, a beautiful goddess fled into the scared forest and went to a place called Lotus where it
sank, a place named after the supreme gods destined for the losers and losers in life.  The young goddess fought for
centuries and managed to come out in the form of a beautiful flower, of long petals.  For this reason, for the Greeks it
meant triumph after having fought tirelessly against failure.   In the natural state of the plant in ponds and lagoons,
between 0 and 400 meters above sea level.

2g
2G second generation technology at the service of connectivity and communications.  Fundamentally it marks the
frontier of the change from analog to digital telephony.  In 2021 we entered 5G, key technology for the integration of the
Internet of Things, large volumes of data such as almost instantaneous movies, robotic car steering, etc. 

3 palabras que inician cn la letra v
3 words starting with the letter v : VACANT , HOLIDAYS , VAMOS , VAGAR , TIME , NEIGHBORHOOD , VETUSTO ,
VERANEAR , VIOLIN, VICEREY , VISIR , VISIT , VOLTEAR , VOLANTIN , VOMIT, VOICE , VULNERABLE , FLIGHT ,
VODOO , VULGAR

3225
SPAM

6148
6148 SPAM SPAM

7 veces campeon
SEVEN TIMES CHAMPION Expression indicating that someone or a group of people or animals have been 7 times the
best within the times they have competed.

88
88 spam

a bilbaína
A BILBAÍNA error by A LA BILBAÍNA preparation of a dish in the style or fashion of Bilbao, Spain

a boquilla
A BOQUILLA preposition A does not seem appropriate to conform an expression with a different and relevant meaning,
but, rather, it is a spelling error by THE BOQUILLA, which is what, then, we will explain.  Under construction : Short tube
run, which (normally) has thread or thread at each end, with which it is assembled with two fittings.  Sometimes it has no
thread and is press-ed by sealing with silicone or sealing tape.  In agriculture : a part that allows the dissemination of a



liquid in the form of cloud or fine dew in order to fumigize or mist.  In gastronomy : piece that is placed at the end of a
bag that is filled with cream, delicacy, chocolate or similar, to decorate, fill churros, berlines and the like. 

a boyonota
A BOYONETA spelling error by A BAYONETA

a brazo partdo
A PARTY ARM a locution that means with all possible effort, giving the maximum, until the arms are broken.

a buenas a primeras
A GOOD TO FIRST See FROM GOOD TO FIRST Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be input, without
thinking, without any analysis

a cabalidad
A CABALITY fully, accurately and accurately, as stipulated Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
accurately, accurately, accurately

a cada pez le toca su vez
EACH FISH HAS ITS TURN The one who makes the pay

a cal y a canto
A CAL Y A CANTO In colonial times works were built based on a mortar produced with hydrated lime and sand.  So that
this mixture did not remain with interstices, boulders were added that made it very compact and resistant.  Then this
expression was popularized which hermetically means , A MACHOTE . 

a casa lleve un amigo el se quedo de amo y yo despedido
HOME TAKE A FRIEND WHO STAYED AS MASTER AND I FIRED SEE HOME I TOOK A FRIEND, THE ONE WHO
STAYED AS MASTER AND I FIRED

a casa llevé un amigo, el se quedó de amo y yo despedido
I TOOK HOME A FRIEND, HE STAYED AS MASTER AND I DISMISSED situation of rupture of a marriage caused
almost always by the previous bad behavior of the husband who already had the relationship very broken.  While there
may be other causes, a faithful wife will never have extramarital affairs with a good friend of the husband.  Women are
smarter than that Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be where you sin, you pay

a concho
TO CONCHO in Chile: with everything, with the utmost, thoroughly

a continuación
THEN the following , what comes immediately ( after ) 

a cuentagotas
A ACCOUNTGOTAS in very petty form, from small portions, little by little Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be jerked, with difficulty



a fierro pelado
A FIERRO PELADO without condom

a fierro pelao
A FIERRO PELAO vulgarism , figuratively ( fornicate ) WITHOUT A CONDOM

a la cochiguagua
TO LA COCHIGUAGUA Go free, without paying, like the car of the guagua, which is pushed by others.

a la moda
A FASHION According to the current use Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be in, fashionable, progre

a la pinta
A LA PINTA in Chile: perfect, great

a la que te criaste
THE ONE YOU RAISED in Chile: carelessly, carelessly, carelessly, carelessly

a la suerte
 ( ECHAR )  TO THE LUCK (make a decision or say something) by means of a draw, randomly, as opposed to deciding
by logical reasoning. 

a lo adán
TO THE ADAM in Chile : 1 .  no underwear 2.  Naked

a los cueros
TO THE LEATHERS in leathers, naked

a lot of
A LOT OF English adverbial expression that means a lot, a lot of .  A lot of errors many errors; a lot of everything : a lot
of everything. 

a machete
A MACHETE with all some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be rigorously, rigorously, in depth

a mala caballo
A MATA CABALLO (and not bad horse) With as much haste as possible.  Allegory to do something rushing the horse
until killing it from the extraordinary effort to arrive soon : He did everything to kill horse and now we must do everything
again, neatly.

a manose
A MANOSE SPAM Spam



a matacaballo
To MATACABALLO at the fast, hasty colloquialmete : cracked . 

a medio morir saltando
A MEDIUM DIE JUMPING (done) carelessly, carelessly, poorly

a negativa
A NEGATIVE .  1 .  Legal form to express "if negative" the appeal, petition, demand . 2 .  Various Types A could be
considered in an investigation.  NEGATIVE A are the ones that result in negative results.  POSITIVES are the ones that
respond positively to the test

a palos con el águila
TO PALOS WITH THE AGUILA in a state of resource scarcity, walk without llata

a pan y cuchillo
TO BREAD AND KNIFE SEE HAVE BREAD AND KNIFE

a pan y cuchillo a pan y manteles
BREAD AND KNIFE TO PAN AND TABLECLOTHS SEE HAVE PAN AND KNIFE AND HAVE PAN AND
TABLECLOTHS

a pan y mantel
TO PAN Y MANTEL IN SPAIN : See A PAN Y MANTELES 2 .  APANYMANTEL (sic) is an online pastry shop in
Guernica, Biscay, Spain

a pata pelá
TO PATA PELA barefoot

a pata pelá y con leva
TO PAW PELA AND WITH poor but well-dressed CAM.  Figurelessly, doing things that are at a higher level than their
own. 

a pie de puntillas
AT PUNTILLAS The correct expression is A PIE JUNTILLAS At the toe tip.  Walk on your toes or on the ball of your
toes.

a por arrobas
WHY ARROBAS in excessive amounts

a por todas
FOR ALL in Spain : adverbial locution which means going for everything that is possible to win or achieve.  Think big. 

a positivo



A POSITIVE Blood group type A is the one that red blood cells have the antigen A and in that in their plasma we find the
antibody Anti-B .  It is positive when Rh, a protein ( Rhesus ) that is deposited on the surface of red blood cells, exists. 
When it does not appear it is Rh negative .

a poto pelao
TO POTO PELAO in Chile: naked

a que no hay huevos
TO THAT THERE IS NO OVA Expression which means : I bet you dare not dare ( n )

a reformar
TO REFORM Tell someone or something that needs to be reformed, corrected, updated.  The building to be reformed
must be converted into a smart and modern building.  The statute to be reformed should include a democratic and
multi-state election of the rectory and a new multidisciplinary council of teachers, psychologists, medical officials and
students.

a rega
A REGA of Galician, watering, irrigation.  It is the name of a holiday home Traditionally built stone house with peculiar
decoration, located a few meters from the beach, surrounded by green and wonderful views of the Ria de Pontevedra. 
Although it is a semi-urban area the house is located on a hill with magnificent views, just 1 km from the picturesque
village of Combarro, declared of national tourist interest and Historical Heritage.  It is one of the most beautiful fishing
villages on the Galician coast.  It has only 500 inhabitants and there are more than 30 hórreos that are distributed on the
seafront.  8 km away.  Sanxenxo, a tourist resort par excellence of the Rias Baixas and 7 km away.  Of the city of
Pontevedra, in Galicia.

a riesgo de
A Conditional Adverb risk .  With the possibility of, with the danger of, assuming the risk of.

a rueda
A RUEDA term cyclalistic for the use of the technique of getting after another runner and maintaining a constant small
distance so as to be traction, reducing friction and power expenditure.  2 .  Cycling and triathron magazine online 3 . 
Sportswear business in Córdova, Argentina

a seca
A SECA spelling error pir A SECAS[/] adverbial locution meaning no major additives, without more.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be without squeathing, no looks, no more, no figures

a su gusto
TO YOUR LIKING in gastronomy : ( season ) according to your preferences

a third wheel
A THIRD WHEEL literally , a third wheel; colloquially disturb, be others, like a third wheel of a bicycle.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be left over, annoy

a tratar



TO TRY to be discussed (at some point), to be treated Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to
discuss, to converse

ab importa pe tire
AB IMPORTA PE TIRE Has no meaning .  If anything helps AB IMPORT PETIRE is your import TIRE is tire PETIRE is
you AD PETIRE is for you AD IMPORT is to import and AD IMPORT PETIRE is import for you IMPORT PETIRE means
it matters

ab importa pectore
AB IN PORTA PECTORE AB IN PORTA means door, pectore is chest in Latin.  but all together doesn't make much
sense because it means from the chest, at the door.  I suppose it meant AB IMO PECTORE which means in Latin from
the bottom of my heart

abadano
Abbotan's ABADANO

abanderados
FLAG BEARERS pl .  of STANDARD-BEARER

abanicarse
ABANICARSE in Chile : feel very trained to do some work 2 .  Perform a job very easily. 

abáscaro
ABASCARO drone, or male of the queen bee

abba
ABBA 1 .  Swedish pop musical ensemble formed in 1972, whose name is an acronym derived from the initials of the 4
members: Agnetha Fältskog, Björn Ulvaeus, Benny Andersson, and Anni-Frid Lyngstad.  They withdrew from the activity
when both couples who had married, ended up separating.  They were introduced. multimillion-dollar offers for 30 years
and were always rejected.  A turnaround came with the production of a film about the ensemble and, seeing the huge
success, they finally returned in 2021, with the support of holography to produce their first new album called "Voyage",
voyage, released in November 2021.  2 .  Museum in Stockholm where you can see all the history, songs and memories
of the group, and also have a Swedish beer for a very expensive 6 each (at least for me). 

abcdefghijklmñopqrstuvxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz represents the alphabet.  It has no meaning in itself.  SPAM

abdolóm
ABDOLM Dolomite mineral caMg formula ( CO3 ) 2 Calcium and magnesium carbonate It is produced by the
substitution of a Ca ion with a Mg in calcium carbonate .  Its name comes from the French geologist Déotat Gratet de
Dolomieu ( 1750-1801).  the AB prefix comes from the Strutz classification that is class 5. Ab. 10 .  A mineral that
Dolomieu found first in buildings of ancient Rome (and perhaps hence this name) and then in mountains that are now
called Dolomite Alps.

abdominoplastía



ABDOMINOPLASTY cosmetic surgery of the abdomen to reduce excess skin and leave it firmer and thinner.  It is
largely a reduction in the volume of the middle and lower stomach. 

abdominotorácica
ABDOMINOTORÁCICA relative to or belonging to the chest and abdominal regions .  I take advantage of mentioning
that the plural of thorax is also thorax. 

abdominotorácico
ABDOMINOTHORACIC belonging to or relative to the trunk, i.e. to the thorax and abdominal part

abducido
ABDUCED, participle of the verb ABDUCIR, kidnapping of a human by aliens, who normally absorb it by a ray of energy
and take it to their ship, a flying saucer. 

abduzca
ABDUZCA Second and Third person singular in imperative mode of verb ABDUCIR 1 .  Separate from its position,
especially a bone from its axis, as could be a shoulder bone when falling.  2 .  Suction that aliens supposedly make with
human beings that take them to their supposed spaceships.

abebado
ABEBADO , A , baby .  In Peru said of an adult: he has a nested, puerile behavior

abelión
ABELION ancient divinity of the Gauls, of the Roman era, which personified the Sun. 2 .  Restaurant in Tunja ,
department dd Boyacá , Colombia 3 .  Anime location that appeared in Overlord vol.  12, which is located on the border
in the Holly Kingdom and Theocracy.  4 .  Abelón's sheep are another kind of mention in Japanese anime. 

abellion
ABELLION In European mythology he is the apple god of ancient Gaul, Illyria and Aquilea and in general in
southwestern France, who has identified with the Greco-Roman god Apollo

abello
ABELLO Jorge Enrique , (1968- ) Colombian actor of telenovelas (I am Betty the ugly, in the heels of Eva, the costeña
and the cachaco. 

abellón
ABELLON in Spain : in Galician it is bumblebee, bee, drone of bees.  Male bees or hive.  2 .  Spelling error by
PABELLON , a term that has many meanings related to tents, living areas, instrument expansion spaces, ear, set of
rifles with butt to the ground and bayonets crisscrossed.  In Venezuela: roast beef dish, rice and black beans

abeyah
ABEYAH American Jerga Sarcastic Person Who Wants to Die Inside.  Someone who is like a snake but who is
somehow tolerable.



abholen
ABHOLEN Germanism by COLLECT

abío
ABO spelling error by AO, in the textile industry, elements that are incorporated into a garment and give it greater
highlight, during the process of making or in the finished product.  For example : Cardboard Pendants , Embroidered
Labels , Waistband Labels , and others . 

abogado de cabecera
LAWYER OF CABECERA legal consultant who advises in all kinds of situations.  He made an allegory to the GP, or
family doctor, who was the man of confidence in any disease, to which he was consulted in the first place. 

abogado litigante
LAWYER PROFESSIONAL LIIGANTE who is dedicated to defending cases in the court, where disputes are settled.

abordados
A PLURAL ABORDED OF ABORDED past participle of the verb ABORDA .  See ADDRESS Boarding an air or sea
aircraft : The aircraft has been boarded by 312 passengers and 14 crew members.  2 . Embarking on a task: We tackle
the challenge with a fortitude and hope of overcoming the pandemic

abrazadores
Plural hugging HUGS, which embraces Do not confuse with ABRASADOR, which burns like the embers of a bonfire. 

abrazafarolas
HUGGING LAMPPOSTS It is a two-way insult.  Primarily it is about calling the customary drunkard who goes through
the streets staggering and grabbing the lampposts to avoid falling.  But it is also used for the one who in broad daylight
would make it pure stupid that is. 

abrá quien de de pero no quien ruegue
YOU WILL AB WHO OF BUT NOT WHO RUES several spelling errors.  See WHO GIVES, BUT NOT WHO SPEAKS
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be there are those who give you, but not who begs you

abriendo boca
OPENING MOUTH GERUND OF OPENING YOUR MOUTH, revealing a secret, going on your tongue

abrir el tarro
OPEN THE TARRO in Chile : Talk about others .  Being gossipy

abrirse de piernas
OPENING LEGS 1 .  Easily deliver 2.  Accept a woman to have sex with ease.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be opening up legs is easily accepting a proposition

absolutizante
ABSOLUTIZANTE Which leads to absolutism, tyranny, absolute power.



absorbida
ABSORBIDA f .  ABSORBED Sucked, sucked, 2.  Said of a body, institution, territory: become part of .

abstenica
ABSNIC phonetic deformation of ASNIC , female ASNIC , who suffers from ASTENIA .  Abstemia, abstinence from
alcohol consumption, and asthenia, lack of strength or physical decay are being confused. 

aburridos
BORING plural participle of BORING Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be tired, tired, jaded, reluctant

abusa del poder
ABUSE OF POWER That exceeds the authority granted to you.  That makes an illegitimate use of the power with which
he has been endowed

abusadores
AVUSADORES pl .  of ABUSER, person who abuses, who takes advantage of others

abusividad
ABUSIVITY Quality of abuser .  Abuse

abuso insolidario
INSOLIDARIO ABUSE abuse that is not solidarity, which does not act in solidarity

abuso sexual
SEXUAL ABUSE forcing to have unwanted intimate contact or a volunteer, can range from caresses to rape. 

abusto
ABUSTO spelling error by ARBUSTO

acabar con el
END WITH FINISH, delete something.  2 .   Murder, kill a person. 

acacia de girardot
ACACIA DE GIRARDOT In Colombia Tree up to 8 meters high that develops well from 170 to 2000 m.  high.  Girardot is
a city in Cundinamarca, Colombia that has a significant amount of these acacias.  They have a colorful red and the
leaves of great brilliance so they give great beauty to the environment.

acacia forrajera
ACACIA FORRAJERA invasive plant or shrub of Mexico and Central America, which serves as fodder to ruminants,
cattle, goats and sheep.  It measures from 5 to 10 meters and has a trunk of up to 0. 5m.  It is a sleeper so its leaves are
divided into two (BIPINNADA).  Its fruit are groups of 5 to 20 pods containing 8 to 18 seeds of 1 to 2 cms.  1 5 to 2 wide. 

acacia roja



ACACIA RED Tree of the fabaceous family, up to 8 meters high.  It is one of the most colorful in the world, as it usually
has abundant red or yellow flowers and bright foliage, which stand out in the landscape.

acahual blanco
ACAHUAL WHITE bidens odorata , pilosa bidensPecie of the family of daisies, one of the most common arvense plants
in the world.  White petals in circle and orange corolla

acajarotao
ACAJAROTAO ACAJAROTADO Syncopation, ruthless, blown up, gone

acallamiento
SILENCE Silencing .  Action and effect of ACALLAR to shut someone up.  2 .  Crushing a social uprising.    . Murder: the
insurgents were all silenced.

acceder ilegalmente
ACCESS ILLEGALLY enter a place or take something that has a ban, without a permit to do so.  2 .  Get something by
acting against the law. 

accelerato
ACCELERATO Italianism by ACCELERATED . 

accequible
ACCESSIBLE, and not accessible, which you can access

accidentológica
ACCIDENTOLOGY belonging to or related to the study of accidents

accidentológico
ACCIDENTOLOGICAL relative to or belonging to an accident

acción-reacción
ACTION-REACTION refers to the Principle of Action and Reaction or Newton's Third Law, which says that when one
body applies one force over another ( action), it applies an equal and contrary force on the first (reaction). 

accommodation
ACCOMMODATION of English something provided to meet a need, such as accommodation, food, travel space and
related service: tourist accommodations 2 .  A public service that stops almost everywhere (like a train) 3 .  The act of
accommodating something or someone, such as cases of reconcision, adaptation, accommodation, adjustment, visual
focus

accomodation
ACCOMODATION spelling error by ACCOMMODATION



account manager
ACCOUNT MANAGER English expression for account executive, person of a company to which a group of customers is
assigned to whom it must serve.  This manager has the sense of handler, as used in sport, and not manager, as usual. 
It also has the meaning of accounting manager, in large companies that have an accounting department

accountability
ACCOUNTABILITY is the state, responsibility or obligation to be accountable for our actions, for example, in front of a
boss.  2 .  Take responsibility for a project if it goes wrong

acederas
ACEDERAS plural of ACEDERA, an edible plant originating in Europe.  It has elongated leaves of large size, similar to
chard.

aceitilla naranja
ACEITILLA ORANGE bidens odorata , pilosa bidens Species of the family of daisies, one of the most common arvense
plants in the world.  White petals in circle and orange corolla.

acentos
Accent 1 plural ACENTOS.  A vírgula that marks the tone or accent with which a word should be pronounced.  2 . 
Emphasis on pronunciation.  3 .  Emphasis on action or purpose

acercándose
APPROACHING pronominal form of the gerund of the verb ACERCA , approximate

acerera
ACERERO , relating to steel

acerero
ACERERO relating to steel .  2 .  In Chile : Relative to the Huachipato sports club, of the first football division and which
is sponsored by that user. steel production. 3 .  I'm adept at the Huachipato club. 

acereros
ACEREROS in Chile, the fans of the Football club Huachipato, of Concepción, in the region of Bíobio, where is located a
steel company called Huachipato.

acetazolamida
ACETAZOLAMIDA medicine that reduces symptoms of various pathologies: high eye pressure, upset stomach,
headache, dyspnoea, dizziness, drowsiness and apunation fatigue. 

achacado
ACHACADO in Chile : 1 suffering from distress or depression 2 .  Person rushed or erected by something 3.  Location
that is terminated 4 .  Innocent person who is charged with crimes committed by another

achapao



ACHAPAO , A In Colombia : plybed, term to designate those who have a shy appearance, but those who know them
see them extroverts, easy to enter friendship, sociable, with positive attitude.  The plying comes from having a veneer or
cover that hides the true personality. 

achatarramiento
ACHATARRAMIENTO conversion action on scrap or disposable material . 

achirilla
ACHIRILLA achira , quechua achuy , sneeze red carnacea plant, very common in ornate gardens.  It is up to 3 meters
high, large leaves.  In Colombia : sago or chisgua . In Venezuela : capacho , maraca , zulu or pericaguá .  In Peru and
Ecuador : achera or atzera .  In Brazil : biri in Mexico : railing, acaxiochitl or papantla . 

achoclonarse
ACHOCLONARSE in Chile : come together as the grains of the choclo or cob, agglomerate, pile up, stun

achurrascar
ACHURRASCAR in Chile : wrinkle

achurú
ACHUR SEE ACHURU .  2 .  Tomás Achurú, Paraguayan squatter, convicted of justice. 

achuy
ACHUY is the Quechua cuzqueño name of the achera, plant from which seeds are taken to make flour.  2 .  In Quechua
: Scam, defraud

acidificacion
ACIDIFICATION misspelling by ACIDIFICATION, ph from 6 , 99 to 0 .  On 7 ALKALINIZATION occurs, being able to
reach up to 14. 

acidofito
ACIDOFITO spelling error by ACIDOPHILe owned by some bacteria to resist in acidic environments, where life is
normally not possible.  The grace of these bacteria is that they are beneficial to the body and probiotic generators.  They
are found in the mouth, intestine and vagina.  These probiotics are added to food and help treat vaginal inflammations,
digestive disorders and probiotic flora creation.  It is found, among others, in dairy, especially yogurt. 

acíbares
ABARES plural of ABAR product that is extracted from the ABAR plant by incision .  It comes in masses of various
colors with bright texture.  Crushing them produces a golden bitter powder. It is prescribed for constipation and
menorrea.  Hypoglycaemic.  Not recommended during lactation as it is passed to milk. 

aclarar las cosas
CLARIFY THE THINGS Expression to propose or order to have a conversation about a matter of seriousness, in which
there are different behaviors or visions among those who converse : Let's clear things up : The boss here is me, and it is
done what I order.



aclarenoslo
CLARIFYTHE ERROR BY ACLÁRENOSLO reflexive form of the singular third-person imperative of the verb CLARIFY . 
Said colloquially it is (it is necessary that) clarify it for us, or clarify it (to us, tacit) 

acné pop
ACNE POP See ACNE .  The POP attribute can identify a drug product to remove fat and blackheads in the pores of the
skin. 

acontecerán
FUTURE OF 3rd will happen.  Pers.  pl.  from the verb ACONTECER , to succeed , to occur

acoros
ACOROS Spelling Error .  It probably meant mites.  In such a case, See mite

acortadas
SHORTENED fem .  pl.  of the past participle of the verb SHORTEN , reduce ( in tense, distance or size ) 

acoso bestial
BESTIAL HARASSMENT of great or very insistent size.

acostumbrese
ACOST-RSE (and don't get used to ) reflexive form of the second person in an imperative way of the verb
ACCUSTOMED , get used

acotiledneo
ACOTYLEDONEus error by ACOTYLEDONOUS, (plant), which has no cotyledon.  In the seeds there is an embryo with
leaves called cotyledons.  When they have a sheet the tire is MONOCOTYLEDON.  If it has two it is DICOTIKEDÓNEA[
) E] , If it has no seed it is acotyledonous. 

acqua alta
ACQUA ALTA 1 Book by Donna Leon, American writer about Brett Lynch, an archaeologist 2.  Phenomenon that floods
the city of Venice when the water level rises. 

acrítico
CRITICAL Person or text nk issues judgments on a given event or situation.

acrítocos
ACRÍTOCOS Grammar Error .  See CRITICAL Person Who Does Not Issue Criticism does not evaluate a situation
either positively or negatively.

across
ACROSS in English, through, through, transversely Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be through, back
and forth



acrófilo
ACRÓFILO of Greek akros, height, external, and philein, love. Acrophilic is : 1 .  Who feels sexual attraction by higher
people 2 .  Attraction to the heights.

acting
ACTING anglilicism by ACTING , REPRESENTING , PERFORMING .  Like sust.  it's ACTION

actinidia
ACTINIDIA actinidia deliciosa, is a common plant in China, which was introduced to New Zealand in 1904 for its desired
fruit, the so-called KIWI, so it is also a synonym of the plant. 

actinobacteria
ACTINOBACTERIA from the Greek 'actino', sunbeam; Bacteria that are mostly found in soil, and include some of the
most typical terrestrial life forms.  They are fundamental in the decomposition of organic matter, such as cellulose.  They
produce about 45% of all metabolites with biological activity (bioactive metabolites), with the genus Streptomyces
producing 80% of those compounds. 

actinobacteria
ACTINOBACTERIA from the Greek 'actino', sunbeam; Bacteria that are mostly found in soil, and include some of the
most typical terrestrial life forms.  They are fundamental in the decomposition of organic matter, such as cellulose.  They
produce about 45% of all metabolites with biological activity (bioactive metabolites), with the genus Streptomyces
producing 80% of those compounds. 

actinobacterias
ACTINOBACTERIA pl .  Actinobacteria, bacteria that are mostly found in soil, and include some of the most typical
terrestrial life forms.  They are fundamental in the decomposition of organic matter, such as cellulose

action learning
Action LEARNING english learning by action; learning methodology based on small groups working on problem solving,
taking actions, and learning individually, as a team and as an organization. 

activante
ACTIVATE that activates, which launches

actividad locomotora
ACTIVITY LOCOMOTORA Activity that relates to forward or reverse movements, or to the movement from one position
to any other.  Transfer or move action .

actividades ludicas
LUCADIC ACTIVITIES (and NOT LUDIC ACTIVITIES) of Latin ludus, play .  plural of FULDIC ACTIVITY play or have
fun.

activos
ASSETS in accounting: corporate wealth.  Fortune that is owned, either in goods or rights, that could be realized in the
future



acto comunal
COMUNAL ACT Ceremony performed in a given commune or for the commune .

actor fetiche
ACTOR FETICHE actor or actress who is like an inspiring muse for a film director and who doubles with him in several
of his films. 

actor fetiche actriz fetiche
ACTOR FETISH ACTRESS FETISH WATCH ACTOR FETISH

actores
PLURAL ACTORS of ACTOR artist who performs in theater or cinema

actrices y cantantes que gozan de fama superlativa
ACTRESSES AND SINGERS WHO ENJOY SUPERLATIVE FAMA Singers are: Madona, Jennifer Lopez, Shakira,
Beyoncé, Mariah Carey, Lady Gaga, Withney Houston, Janet Jackson, Christina Aguilera.  Actresses are: Scarlett
Johanson, Jennifer Lawrence, Ema Stone, Angelina Jolie, Jennifer Aniston, Charlize Theron, Natalie Portman, Ann
Hathaway, Ema Watson, Marilyn Monroe, Maryl Streep, Cameron Diaz, Penelope Cruz, Salma Hayek, Julia Roberts,
Cate Blanchet, Nichole Kidman, Jennifer Lopez

actuales
CURRENT , plural of CURRENT 1 .  What is in force, the present, today and now.  The current balance is $3. 245 . 600
.  Today's times are of zozobra and heartbreak.

actuar con nocion
Act with notion.  Act with knowledge of cause.  Act knowing the reasons or reasons justifying a particular act.

actuar deshonestamente
ACT DESHONESTLY Commit criminal acts, against rules and the law.

actuar malvado
ACT MALVADO action of executing evil acts for pleasure

acuaponía
ACUAPONIA technology that combines aquaculture with hydroponics, i.e. the cultivation of aquatic animals such as fish,
crabs, prawns, squid, oysters with aquatic olantas, generating a symbiotic environment of mutual benefit.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be aquaculture and symbiotic hydroponics

acuarquitecto acuarquitecta
ACCUARQUITECTO , A person who develops projects of millimeter precision, for example, with wood.  The accu prefix
comes from the exact, accurate, accurate English term, which is used commercially to highlight this attribute, as in the
accucheck simple device to control glycemia levels, or accuweather, predictor of the next 3 days of weather in a place
ACUARQUITECTO is a castellanization of ACCUARQUITECTO



acuatización
AQUATIZATION action of stopping the flight of an airplane over the surface of a sea or lake.  Action of posing a
seaplane in the water

acuárida
AQUARIDA meteorite associated with Halley comet that makes up an ensemble called Eta Aquacharidas

acumo
ACUMO spelling error by OCUMO, in Venezuela and Ecuador : xanthosoma sagittifolium Edible plant of the family of
aeraceae, short stem, triangular leaves, yellow flowers and almost spherical rhizome with a lot of starch.  It can also be
error by ACCUMULATION, verbal form of the verb ACUMULAR

acurar
ACURAR old-fashioned verb that means to be careful, to take care

acustización
ACUSTIZATION improve the acoustic response of a room by utilizing acoustic elements such as absorbent panels, bass
traps, resonators and other materials that improve hearing quality. 

ad litem
AD LITEM Latin locussion which means for the purposes of the trial (judicial process). 

adagios
ADAGIOS plural of ADAGIO 1 .  Linguistics: Short expression of popular knowledge, held by a majority, generally of a
moral nature.  .  2 in Music: generally the second or third movement of a symphony or concerto, which is performed at a
tempo slower than the andante (72 black per minute) and faster than the long (40 black per minute), the bass and the
larghetto.  In old scores they were 54 blacks per minute;in electronic metronomes : between 56 and 78 blacks per
minute, and in current scores it is 60 to 72 blacks per minute. 

adaptarse adecuarse
ADAPTing reflective form of the verb ADAPT ADAPT ( se ) to a situation, to an object, to a person

adaptativas
ADAPTATIVAS femenino y plural de ADAPTATIVO

adecentado
embellished, cleaned, polished and improved its appearance or presentation

adelante-atrás
FORWARD-BACK expression formed by the adverbs place FORWARD and BACK, which combined hint the shape of a
movement of a body, which advances and then rewinds. 

ademarista
ADEMARISTA person addicted to the consumption of Ademar C , vitamin supplement of vitamins A, C, D and E , as



also used in prophylaxis and treatment of viral and microbial conditions of the airways. 

adenomegalias
ADENOMEGALIAS plural of ADENOMEGALIA

adéudelo
AUDELO pronominal form of the imperative form singular second person of the verb ADEUDAR , to be left due (
something )

adiaván
ADIAVON coconuts latin nucifera fero-yo porto and nux-nucis-nuez; is the coconut palm, coconut tree or coconut.  It is a
unique genus, which comes from tropical areas of the East.  It stands out for its pinnate leaves and up to 6 meters in
length. 

adicionada
ADDED f .  part .  Pas.  of the verb ADD , add , add

adjetico
ADJETICO Does not exist in THE DRAE .  The word is ADJECTIVE

adjetivización
ADJETIVIZATION situation in which several qualifying adjectives accompany one or more nouns. 

adjuracin
ADJURACIO SPAM

admisión justa
FAIR ADMISSION in Chile: draft Law that aims to restore merit income to school education. 

adobamiento
ADOBAMIENTO action and effect of ADOBAR

adolonta
ADOLONTA trade name of teamadol, an opiate analgesic that relieves pain by action on nerve cells of the spinal cord
and brain. 

adormilados
Sleepy.  Sleepy, half asleep, in a state of drowsiness.

adorno cónico
CONICAL ADORNO Decoration element that has the shape of a cone, an ice cream wafer, a cone.



aduladores
SYCOPHANTS pl .  of SYCOPHANT , which flatters , flatters

adulones
ADULONES plural by ADULON

adultocéntrica
ADULTICAL , A concerning hegemony that keeps the age group of adults over others, such as young people, seniors
and children. 

adultocéntrico
RELATIVE ADULTCENTRIC or belonging to the ADULTCENTRISM system of social organization in which the power of
adults predominates over other age groups, such as childhood and the elderly.  Similarly, we can compare it with the
PATRIARCHY, stage in which man had political, social and economic power. 

adúe
ADÚE 1 .  Member of a small population of nomadic Arabs living in tents or huts.  In Spain : gypsies living in tents or
huts

adverbio negación
DENIAL ADVERBIO These are those adverbs that make a negative sense which, by omitting the adverb, takes on a
positive meaning.  They are adverbs of denial no, never, never: I never go to the gym

adversarios
PLURAL ADVERSARIES of ADVERSARIES See ADVERSARY

adverso o averso
ADVERSE OR AVERSE the adverse is what relates to ADVERSITY, negative occurrences such as an adverse court
ruling.  Aversion is repulsion and what relates to it is repulsive.  Aversive is something that produces aversion or relative
to it. 

adyacentes
adjacent that is next door, lying next to

adyente
ADYENTE relative to the unique platform Adyen for online purchases, on mobile phones and in points of sale 2 . 
Purchase card that is incorporated into the Adyen platform, similar to PayPal. 

aerial
AERIAL English, air.  It is used in English as a synonym for antenna, or antenna in Spanish. 

aeromarítima
AEROMAR-TIMO, A that can be by sea or air, or both in the same process.



aeromarítimo
AEROMARTIMO (another evaporated term of the dictionary) word composed of AERO, aerial and marine MARITIME,
naval by sea : as air and sea simultaneously. 

aeromosas
AEROMOSAS spelling error by flight attendants, plural of flight attendant, aircraft stewardess

aeronavegante
AERONAVEGABLE that can be furged by airspace. 

aerosttico
Aerosttico spam

aerotérmico
AEROTHERMIC of heat obtained from the environment.  Thermal energy is called thermal energy that draws a heat
pump from ambient air

aeroyoga
AEROYOGA yoga exercises that require you not to touch the floor while performing .  It can be combined with Pilates or
Holistic Gymnastics exercises.

aerófano
AERÓFANO any wind musical instrument. An instrument that produces sounds by the vibration of the air contained  in
its interior.

afables
AFABLE plural AFABLES that shows sympathy or kindness .

afectivizar
AFFECTIVE produce affection, thrill Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be thrilled, attracting
sentimentally

aferracion
AFERRATION (and non-AFERRATION ) Action and effect of clinging or CLINGing .  The truth that this termkno is a
barbarism because the word registered by the SAR is AFERRAMIENTO , to abide by something with vehemence and
tenacity.

aferrarce
AFERRARCE Spelling error by the reflexive form of the verb AFERRAR See AFERRARSE

affocato
AFFOCATO of AFFOGATO 'drowned' in Italian espresso coffee with vanilla and almond ice cream.  Sometimes it has
added a splash of amaretto, bicerin or other liquor. 



affogato
AFFOGATO 'drowned' in Italian; Italian dessert.  espresso coffee based on vanilla ice cream drowned in coffee with
almonds and sometimes a splash of amaretto or other liquor. 

afianzada
ENTRENCHED feminine past participle of the verb TO SECURE , to assert , to consolidate , to ensure

afilar
AFILAR in Chile: culear , marar the hen , have sex

afinar la puntería
FINE-TUNE AIM improve accuracy.  Literally, make a better quality shot.  Figuratively, do better. 

afipita
AFIPITA In Argentina: relative, belonging or sympathizer of AFIP, the Federal Administration of Public Revenues,
autarchic tax collection agency

afirmacionismo
AFIRMATIONISM anti-denial legal concept, which legally sanctions the one who denies, for example, the existence of
the Holocaust, in which it is penalized to affirm the occurrence of a crime : Turkey penalizes those who claim that the
intervention of that country in Armenia was a genocide. 

afiucian
AFUCIAN (and not AFIUCIAN ) of the verb AFUCIAR Force for pact or adjustment to comply ( with ) something.

aflamencamiento
AFLAMENCAMIENTO action of approaching the resemblance of a flamingo .  Action of becoming flamenco . 

aflojar el barro
LOOSEN THE BARRO in Venezuela : cower, frighten. 

afluentes
TRIBUTARIES pl .  of TRIBUTARY, body of water that flows into a major or main one.  The antonym is EFFLUENT 2. 
Ease of speech : is an affluent speaker

afofar
AFOFAR Back Soft, Fofo.  Turn into a gelatinous, soft dough

aforismos
AFORISMOS plural of AFORISMO sentence or short sentence, which summarizes knowledge and universal wisdom :
Good, if brief, twice good. 

aforrar



AFORRAR in Chile : 1 .  Paste ( a combo ) 2 .  Fart ( one fart ) 

afp
AFP in Chile : Pension Fund Administrator .  Companies that fulfill the function of raising funds from and for active
workers and the function of investing them in more profitable/secure funds, stocks and financial papers.  The new
constitution, in development in 2022, can separate the collection function and may decide to replace these individual
savings entities, by another one of distribution. 

afrechillo
AFRECHILLO in Chile: bran, cereal grain shell that feeds animals on the farm

afroa
AFROA Apocope of AFROAMERICANO person born in the United States but of African ancestors.  It can also be
AFROASITIC if your ancestors are of Asian origin.  Finally, there is a remote possibility of being an Argentine of African
descent.  ( Afro-Afro-Naiven)

afrobeat
AFROBEAT Combination of Yoruba music, jazz, highlife, and funk, popularized in Africa in the 70s.  Nigerian artisla and
multi-instrumentalist Fela Kuti coined the term and formed the musical structure and political context of the genre. 

afrocolombiana
AFRO-COLOMBIAN 1 .  Person the son of an African father and a Colombian mother, or vice versa.  2 .  Person living in
Africa who was born in Colombia, or vice versa

afrodisia
AFRODISIA Aphrodisiac Quality .  Activation or increase of the lipid .  Derived from aphrodisiac, it raises the sexual
appetite and this from ancient Greek Aphrodite, goddess of beauty, sensuality and love.

afroluc
AFROLUC Spanglish barbarism derived from the English AFRO LOOK, hair styling of female and male hair based on
the chemical treatment of natural hair so that it becomes desortije and forms a large sphere of curly hair on the head.  It
is also achieved by equally treated wigs Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be afro look

afrooptimismo
AFROOPTIMISM Africa, continuously hopeless, Afro-pessimism, has moved on to Afro-optimism, in just 10 years.  This
is mainly due to GDP growth. 

afropop
AFROPOP African music genre created in the modern environment

afterwork
AFTERWORK anglilicism by AFTER WORK .  Activity that is done at the exit of the job. 

agarrapalo



AGARRAPALO ficus lushnathiana plant endemic to Brazil, Peru, Paraguay, Argentina, Uruguay and Colombia. 
Epiphyte plant of the moraceous family. 

agarrar caña
GRAB cane CANE, measured to serve wine; in Chile: getting drunk

agarrar pa&#39; la patá y el combo
GRAB PA' LA PATA AND COMBO in Chile : laughing at another, grabbing it for the chop, mocking

agarrar pa&#39;l chuleteo
AGARRAR PA'L CHULETEO in Chile : tease (someone), mock, mock

agarrar pa&#39;l hueveo
GRAB PA'L HUEVEO have fun with someone, disturb, grab it pal tandeo, do bullying

agarrar pa&#39;l leseo
AGARRAR PA'L LESEO in Chile : do bullying, grab pa'l tandeo , disturb

agarrar pa&#39;l pichuleo
GRAB PA'L PICHULEO to pistol, mock, laugh (someone), do bullying, grab pa'l leseo

agarrar pa&#39;l tandeo
GRAB PA'L TANDEO disturb, mock, do bullying, grab pa'l leseo

agarrarse con fuerza
GRIP WITH FORCE to hold on with energy, strongly

agárrela
agárrel Second person singular by Imperativo de verbo agarrar Some synonyms , words or similar expressions can be
asir , take strongly

agenas
AGENAS SEE OUTSIDER

agender
AGENDER anglicanism by gender without gender, in the field of sexual identity, a person who does not identify himself
eer as a woman or as a man, but neutral. 

aggiornar
AGGIORNAR of italian aggiornamiento, modernization, which was fashionable when the Catholic Church considered
modernizing during the Second Vatican Council.   Modernize, remidelar .



agilado
AGILADO In Chile is to be very gil, tontitito .  They tell me frequently, when I turn U-turn on an avenue, or I turn where it
is forbidden.  It is synonymous with aweonado (weon)

agitar un líquido
SHAKE A LIQUID Beat[ well] , move a container containing the liquid in rhythmic and intense form so that its
components are mixed and become homogeneous.

aglimerar
AGLIMERAR spelling error by AGLOMERAR , 1 .  put things together in a very concentrated way 2.  stick with an
agglomerate

agosticidad
AGOSTICITY spelling error by AGNOSTICITY, a position that considers that the veracity of certain claims especially
those concerning the existence or non-existence of God - are unknown or inherently incognishable. ???

agradables
NICE plurals of PLEASANT, pleasant, pleasant

agrandados
AGRANDADOS plural of (SER) AGRANDADO, figuratively, a person who acts or shows having more importance or
power than he really has. Literaly, means ENLARGED, EXTENDED Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be enlarge, accentuate, extend

agreement
AGREEMENT anglilicism by AGREEMENT

agregador
AGGREGATOR that adds, which contributes, which adds

agremante
ENGLISH AGREEMENT Agreement between Parties . A natural or legal person participating in a bilateral or multilateral
agreement.

agremantes
AGGMANTE Plural ATTACKS .  Anglicism.  See AGREMANTE .

agricultura ecológica
ECOLOGICAL AGRICULTURE cultivation based on the elimination of derivatives of hydrocarbons, either to disinfect,
pay, exploit, harvest the land that is exploited.

agrocologica
Agrocological , to Agriculture carried out under the principles and concepts of ecology



agroecologia
AGROECOLOGIA This term does not exist in Spanish.  The right word is agroecology

agroecología
AGROECOLOGY Science of agriculture that develops without the use of fossil fuels, nor their derivatives.

agroecológico
AGROECOLOGICAL Said of an agricultural process: it is carried out with renewable resources and without using solid
fuels

agromania
AGROMANIA fascination with agro issues

agrosistedo
AGROSISTEDO typing error exited, probably from " .  .  . managed by an agro professional, assisted by qualified labor. 
.  . "

agrotécnico
AGROTECHNICAL 1 . technologist specializing in agronomy 2 .  Related to or belonging to agricultural technology

agua gangosa
FANGOSA WATER (AND not GANGOSA WATER) murky water, with slime or mud Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be slimy water, murky water earthy water

agua pato
WATER DUCK colloquial expression to say that you get (someone) into the water as ducks do or as good for the water
that is .  

agua perra
WATER PERRA in Chile : very simple infusion of water with some leaves of some weed, which is drunk especially when
it is bad stomach. 

aguados
AGUADOS plural of AGUADO, diluted, become tasteless, lost flavor

aguantadero
SUPPORT IN Spain and Argentina (lunfardo) : Place where a criminal hides to avoid capture.  Do not confuse with
BURLADERO which is the palissing behind which the bullfighter hides when in serious danger or injured.

aguar el panizo
WATER THE PANIZO in Chile : fail the panorama with a woman 2 .  something wrong

aguardiente de orujo



ORUJO alcohol brandy obtained by distillation of bagasse or ollejo of the grape by steam trawling, base of all the
liqueurs of orujo that are then made by macerations or mixtures with other products. 

aguas grises
GRISES WATERS are the sewage that comes from tubs, showers, dishwashers, lavananos, dishwashers, washing
machines and dryers, as opposed to the sewage that comes exclusively from the urinals and toilets. 

aguas negras
BLACK WATERS are waters that come from toilets and urinals and contain faeces and urine

aguasblancas
AGUASBLANCAS or better AGUAS BLANCAS, large number of localities in Latin America, which have received that
eponymous baptism for having coasts, lakes or crystal clear rivers.  In Chile there is a place in Puchuncaví, Valparaíso
Province; a beach in Maitencillo, near Marbella, a commune in the department of Antofagasta.  In Argentina, a city in the
department of Oran, northeast of Salta.  In the Dominican Republic there is a jump with that name.  In Uruguay there is
a park in Lavallejas.  In Granada, Andalusia, Spain there is a town and HAMLET in the municipality of Dúdar.  There are
other sites nicknamed aguablanca or Agua Blanca, in the singular. 

aguasfreáticas
WATERSFRETICS spelling error by FRETIC WATERS

aguaytar
AGUAYTAR error by AGUAITAR from the English 'wait' wait; wait , watch , 

agudos
AGUDO 1 , Fino 2 plural TREBLE.  Sharpening, scored 3.  Said of a person : Ingenious, deep.

aguevao
AGUEVAO Aguevado .  Another term for wueón , egg, awueonado, aueonao , aguevnado , stupid, stupid, limited. 
Allegory that invokes the testicles, which have no intelligence, to say that it lacks a grain for the choclo.

aguevoniao
AGUEVONIAO in Chile : there is no such term in Chilean urban language.  The words are AGUEVONAO or
AGUEVONADO, a more vulgar and always soez form of WEON or hollow. 

aguie
e Aguié is a commune or municipality in the Aguie Department of the Maradi Region of Niger, in the south-central part of
the country, near the border with Nigeria.  In December 2012 it registered 152 788 inhabitants

aguirrismo
AGUIRRISMO idelogy powered by Aguirre 2 .  Aguirre's support group.  In Chile supporters of President Pedro Aguirre
Cerda

aguitarrado



AGUITARRADO width of chest and hips, narrow waist. 

aguja
NEEDLE in Chile : 1 .  Load type, annoying 2.  Dry person on a subject, which is very accurate and intelligent. 

agüevada
Ahuevada In Chile the most popular term is egg, stunned, today written and pronounced as wueon.  The wueona person
is both the brute and the friend of the soul.  To distinguish we try to AHUEVONADO or AHUEVONADO to which it
commits, apparently from the issuer, an imbecility.  A huevado or avid is, simply, ovoid in shape.

ahilarse
AHILARSE reflective form dei infinitive verb AHILAR from Latin affilare derived from filum , thread : go in row , stand in
row 2 .  Losing weight from illness 3 unraming a tree so you can pull out yarn wood 4.  raise stuck trees so that they are
short-suned and branch little to pull out clean logs

ahiled
AHILED error by HAILED , last participle of TO HAIL hail , fall freezing rain : Missiles and bombs haied down from the
sky , destroying the port completely . 

ahí pica la jaiba
THERE PICA LA JAIBA in Chile : very dangerous place, full of criminals. 

ahogándome
DROWNING ME pronominal form of the gerund of the verb DROWNING TO MISS THE AIR , RUN OUT OF OXYGEN ,
DIE BY SUBMERSION

ahuebado
AHUEVADO , AGUEVONADO (but not hollowed out, because it derives from egg) In Chile : Say of a person who does
stupid things, nonsense, or risky and irresponsible things.  The national mule, as in Argentina is the ché, in Chile is egg,
which is written with the spelling already said, as tb.  gueón, guevón, roeva, roe and cam of roe.  Its meaning is
extensive because the motto is used for everything.  Pass me the wueá, bitch the gueva! , That wuevona me with Jorge,
my best friend.  What was the wueá like? From there is the term Ahuevonado or Ahuevado which is the same as platoon
in Argentinian.   .

ahuevoneado
AHUEVONADO In Chile : person who does stupid things .  of a sning, stupid.

aihuashte
AIHUASHTE In El Salvador spice powder typical of Salvadoran gastronomy, which is obtained from ayote.

aiootrcrss
AIOOTRCRSS SPAM SPAM

airgamboy



AIRGAMBOY error by AIRGAM BOY articulated figures of 8 . 5 cms produced in the 70s and 80s by the toy industry
AIRGAM.  Since 2003 they have been produced by New Toys S. L. 

aislacion
ISOLATION spelling error by ISOLATION , isolation , leave (something or someone ) without external contact with other
elements or people . 

aislación
AISLATION 1 .  Construction element that allows separating , isolating one object or space from another : electrical
isolation will prevent fires. 

ajies
AJIES plural of AJ's View chili

ajumawi
AHJUMAWI (and not AJUMAWI) is a state park that is located in northeastern California, United States.

akita japonés akita japonesa
AKITA 1 .  Japanese Prefecture in the north of the country.  2 .  Breed of dogs that is considered national treasure and
that was originally used in the major hunt.  It is of very erect triangular ears, pointed snout and skin mixture of chestnut
and white, or gray and white; medium-sized.  The male reaches 70 cm tall while the female 64. 

al absoluto
ABSOLUTE The correct expression is ABSOLUTE Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may not, in any way,
be not at all

al acecho
LURKING ambushed , crouched on hold

al aguaite
AL AGUAITE of Catalan GUAITA, watch in Chile : be stalking, attentive, vigilant.  2 .  In the rodeo, be the collera
attentive at the exit of the steer to the crescent

al amor de la lumbre
LOVE OF THE LIGHT Comfortably, but without burning (figurative) .

al bardo
BARDO Ancient Celtic Poet 2 .  Poet, especially when he recites his poems. 

al canto de las diucas
TO THE CANTO DE LAS DIUCAS in Chile: at dawn, early

al costillar



TO RIBR At cost .  Merchandise that is sold without utility

al gratín
TO GRATIN In Chile : Colloquially, free, free of charge. 

al hogar
HOME home .

al homo
AL HOMO means that you should go to the eye doctor, because the recipe said baked

al pedo
TO THE PEDO In Mexico: be well, look good

al principio
AT PRINCIPLE 1 .  expression of the Bible to imply the beginning of the universe.  2 .  At the beginning (of something),
initially

al revés terreno llano entre montañas
THE FOLLOWING, LAND LLANO BETWEEN MOUNTAIN plain terrain is valley.  The other way around it's ellav.  Al
vesre is carried.

alabaina
ALABAINA of the Basque However, however Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be however, however,
however,

alabancen
ALABANCEN There are two possible errors: it could be ALABASEN, pret imp of the subjunctive 2a or 3a pers pl of the
verb ALABAR or , more likely, ABALANCEN 2a and 3a pers pl of the . Pres.  of the subj .  And 3rd pers pl of the
imperative of the verb ABALANZAR[/W]

alabanzas
Praises. Plural of ALABANZA Loa, praise, whitening.  2 .  Praise action. 3 .  Word or expression with which praised or
praised .  4 .  Quality worthy of laying.

alacalufe
ALACALUFE indigenous to the area of Chilean Patagonia, already missing.  They themselves were self-demented
kaweshkar meaning man, and were essentially marine. 

alacalufes
ALACALUFES plural of ALACALUFE Nomination given to members of the Kaweskar tribe and to the corresponding
ethnicity.  Natives indigenous to the Canal area of the Strait of Magellan



alambre enrrollaso
ROLLED WIRE ( and not ROLLED WIRE ) Coil of rolled wire (stored) around a canute or cylinder

alba leal
ALBA LEAL in Chile : fan of the club Colo Colo 2 .  Proper name.  At least 4 Instagram blogs belong to Alba Leal:
@elblogdealbaleal, @albaaaleal @lealbaa and @leal. |1

albahaca morada
ALBAHACA MORADA ocinum tenuiflorum purple plant considered sacred by Hinduism relative to the common basil.
From the Lamiaceae family, it has large hohas, with jagged edges. 

albalda
ALBARDA pad that is put on the back of the rides so that the merchandise is not damaged. in Spain: bacon slice

albedrío
ALBEDRÁO of the Latin arbitrium meaning decision, and this, in turn of arbiter, which means judge.  It is synonymous
with freedom, but restricted to the ability to have or not the possibility to decide of their own will to do ritary or punishable
things.  A central theme in religions and philosophy, because deterministic philosophies and religions, (see
DETERMINISM) as are Hindus, establish that things are given and man cannot change his other.  So, if there is no free
will, or freedom to decide between doing good or evil, we are not worthy to be appreciated for our goodness, but also for
our evils.  Science investigates humans as a chemical laboratory that is continuously generating chemical reactions that
generate rabies, fear, joy and other feelings and states that, in fact, we are not how independent we believe we are and
that we react to stimuli according to our physiological structure.

albendrio
ALBENDRIO The correct term is ALBATRIO .  See ALBEDRYR

albergados
ALBERGADOS , plural of ALBERGADO s/E] Said of a person : That it is hosted or being hosted, temporarily sheltered.

albiceleste
ALBICELESTE in Argentina : shirt of the Argentine national team, with alternating white and celestial stripes. 

albinear
ALBINEAR Whitening 2 .  In Chile : Figuratively, make them adhered to the football club Colocolo, the Albo club. 

albirrojo
RED-white and red ALBIRROJO 2 .  of the Peruvian national football team.  3 .  Del River Plate in Buenos Aires,
Argentina

albiverde
ALBIVERDE combination of white and green colors, in any proportion. 

albiverdes



ALBIVERDES plural of ALBIVERDE , white and green

albo
ALBO name given to the team and the hicha of the Chilean football club of first division Colo-Colo, champion of the
Copa Libertadores of 1991. 

albo- a
ALBO- To See ALBO

albornoz
ALBORNOZ In Chile : colloquially, "you too" or "you too"

alborotados
PLURAL ALBOROTADOS of past participle of the verb ALBOROTAR , produce fuss, disorder, agitation. 

alcaldicio
ALCALDICIO relative or belonging to the municipality . 

alcapurrias
ALCAPURRIAS plural de ALCAPURRIA in Puerto Rico : one of the typical frying that is offered in the CUCHIFRITOS . 

alcornoque mediterráneo
ALCORNOQUE MEDITERRANEAN cork is a tree that is given a lot in Spain and North Africa and that has commercial
and industrial importance because from its bark you get cork.  It is very hard wood so the undercondesque students are
called cork head.  It's medium-height.

alcuzas
ALCUZAS , plural of alcuza Vasija that serves to store oil and vinegar.

aleatoriamente
RANDOMLY Random, blind, indiscriminate form, to luck.

alecon
ALECON in Venezuela : Holding of more than 7 Venezuelan companies.  Originally created by newly graduated
professionals he departed with the construction company Corporación Alecon CA.  Today it is made up, among others,
Grupo Geco, dedicated to construction management, Propica Group, dedicated to real estate management,
Construlandia Group, dedicated to the management of building materials and Consortium K A, dedicated to large-scale
decoration projects. 

alejábase
ALEJÁBASE reflexive form of the third person singular of the indefinite past tense of the verb ALEJAR (SE), to leave, to
distance



alelao
ALELAO syncopation by ALELADO

alentadas
ALENTADAS f .  and plural of ALENTADO , past participle of the verb ENCOURAGE, support, push, excite, give
encouragement

alentejado
CONvex, lentil-shaped, with the central part, in sight of the observer, more bulging than the rest of the surface.  The
external rearview mirror of a car is usually a convex mirror.  In some countries they say "Objects in the mirror are closer
than they appear", to warn the driver about distorting effects in terms of the perception of distances.  It is preferred to
use convex mirrors in cars as they give an unsovered but smaller image.  But, for this reason they offer a wider field of
view since the focus converges behind the mirror.  They are usually placed in the corridors of buildings, including
hospitals, hotels, schools, shops, and apartment buildings.  They are usually placed on the wall or ceiling in the area in
which it intersects.

aletargados
Plural lethargic ALETARGADOS, which undergoes a lethargy.  2 .  participle of the verb ALETARGAR , 

aletoso
ALETOSO in Colombia : camorrero , looking for fight , fighter , quarrelsome

aléjate
STAY verbal form of the imperative mode, second singular person of the verb ALEJARSE , distance , separate . 

alfilebrazo
ALFILEBRAZO spelling error by ALFILERAZO puncture that is caused by a pin .  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be and when sitting you achieved various pins on the buttocks 

algodoncillo cuajinicuil
ALGODONCILLO CUAJINICUIL inje jinicuil See ALGODONCILLO Milkweed is a tree and fruit of Mexico, frequent in
Tabasco, Veracruz, Oaxaca, Morelos, Sinaloa and all the southeast.  CUAJINICUIL is synonymous and is the name of
Nahuatl origin. 

algodón de pólvora
POLYVOR COTTON or also PERSVORA OF ALGEIVO POWDER that is made with the erasure of a plant ( cellulose),
impregnated with nitric and sulphuric acids.

algodón fulminante
FULMINANT SOMETHING See Pyroxyl or Xyloidine .  Precursor of the collodion.  Old explosive.

algunos
SOME plural of THEGUNOunos , cantudad between two and a small number.



alicinarlo
ALUCINARLO ( and not allicite ) pronominal form of ALUCINAR .  See ALUCINARLO

alicorada
ALICORADO , To which he has taken a drink of alcohol, pregnant, intoxicated. 

alicoramiento
ALCOHOLization ALICORATION, drunkenness

aliento gelico
Icylic GLYCO BREATH refers to the soil in a permafrost up to two meters deep.  Sounds strange, but not impossible.  It
is actually a spelling mistake by icy (and not gelid) but also the adjective must have been, apparently, GÉLIDO h to point
out an icy breath, very cold as in Puccini's Oper La Boheme : Che gelida manina (What a colder hand).

aligarquía
OLIGARQUIA of little, insufficient oligo and archaeology government of a few, or select part of society.  When a society
has no government it is in anarchy, from Latin to, without and archaia, government.  Aligarquía does not make sense in
the Spanish language.

aligarto
ALIGARTO Spanglish derived from the English alligator, alligator

alimentación insana
INSANE DIET that tends to produce in the medium and long term pathologies that produce severe and chronic
diseases, such as morbid obesity, diabetes melitus, hypertension, gastric cirrhosis, heart disease, renal failure.  Among
the most harmful foods are fried foods, super-processed products, saturated fats, excess alcohol, salt, sugar, red meats,
cola drinks, excess coffee and tea.  In addition, any unbalanced diet should be considered unhealthy, including
undernourishment, that is, the one that does not provide water, proteins, fats, vitamins, salts and minerals, basic
elements for the proper functioning of the body. 

alimentazo
ALIMENTAZO in Argentina : public event in which fairers gather in a place, such as Plaza de Mayo, to offer food
products at cheaper prices than market ones, with the idea of helping the population. 

alimentándola
FEEDING IT By Nurturing it, feeding it

alimentos
Food Food Plural FOOD, edible

alimentos peruanos
PERUANOS FOODS products made, produced or grown in Peru. 

alipeda



ALIPEDA error by ALIPEDA

aljabase
ALJABASE anglilicism by ALJA base coat or base paint for vehicles

all right
ALL RIGHT in English Okay, Well, okay.  Textually it means everything correct, but it doesn't have exactly that meaning.

all weather
ALL WEATHER English locution that means all the weather, or less literally, to be used in all kinds of weather. 
Wearable or operational in all weather

allahu akbar
Term in Arabic language that translated to the Spanish means Allah (God) is great

allegrismo
ALLEGRISMO Quality of cheerful, as far as musical composition is concerned.  The allegro is a musical time with which
music is composed, which corresponds to 110 to 168 beats per minute.  Other authors limit it to 156 bpm.  The most
intense time within this category is the MOLTO ALLEGRO, in the range of 132 to 168 bpm and its study can be
nominated as Moltoallegrismo. 

allendista
ALLENDISTA in Chile : supporter of Salvador Allende or his socialist policy of government . 

allenista
ALLENISTA error by ALLENDISTA follower or belonging to the worst former president of Chile, Dr. Salvador Allende,
who polarized the country and led it to economic ruin and the brink of a civil war. 

almejas extractivas
EXTRACTIVE CLAMS are mollusks authorized to be extracted artisanally or industrially.  In the case of clams they
should be at least 5. 5 cms in diameter. 

almorrn
ALMORRN probable error by ALMORRANA

almte.
THE WORD OFFICIAL ABBREVIATION ADMIRAL

alocamiento
ALOCATION State despair uncontrollable, foolish, tremendous excitement

alodios



ALLODES pl .  of ALLODIO

aloinjerto
GRAFT ALLOGRAFT from another donor, unlike AUTOGRAFT and HETEROINJERTO

alpedismo
ALPEDISMO In Argentina, Action and effect of being fart, that is, without having anything to do, boring.

alt-right
Alt-right spam

alta velocidad
HIGH SPEED in transport, speed higher than that permitted by the regulation. 

alta velocidad
HIGH SPEED in transport, speed higher than that permitted by the regulation. 

alto autoestima
HIGH SELF-ESTEEM (and not the high self-esteem grammatical error) positive assessment that a person makes about
himself.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be self-confidence, self-assessment

alto estanding
HIGH ESTANDING anglilicism by 'high category or level, especially economic and social.  It usually appears in high
standing construction. 

alto parlante
LOUD SPEAKER error by LOUDSPARSOR

alto pibe
HIGH GDP! In Argentina 1 .  Arrest warrant made to a boy.  2 .  2004 Argentine film directed by Martín Mujica

altura de miras
HEIGHT OF MIRAS open spirit leaving aside quarrels and criticisms, keeping in mind a higher good.  Put above all the
objectives and setting aside the things that separate us.

alturas límites
LIMIT HEIGHTS OF LIMIT HEIGHT .  height above sea level that a projectile, aerial or spacecraft can achieve.  2 . 
Maximum growth that a child or animal can have, whether in foster or adulthood.   3 , Maximum height that can achieve
an insect or an animal that can jump.  4 .  Maximum height allowed.

alumnos
PLURAL STUDENTS OF STUDENT .  See STUDENT .



alunicera
ALUNICERO , A person who is dedicated to breaking the business moons and then stealing them. 

alunizador
ALUNIZADOR to land, land on the lunar surface

alusina
ALUSINA Spelling error by ALUCINA, third person singular of the present indicative and second person of the
imperative of the verb ALUCINAR, suffer hallucinations, be dumbfounded

alvia
ALVIA in Spain : high-speed rail service and long distances for passenger transport on aerodynamic trains.  It is
provided by the public operator RENFE .  It combines high-speed stretches with lower-speed stretches. 

amabilidades
AMABILITY PLURALABILITYQuality to be attentive, friendly.

amalgación
AMALGAMATION ( AND NOT AMALGACION ) See AMALGAMATION Action and effect of amalgamar Unite things of
different nature

amamonado
AMAMONADO In Mexico unpleasant person, unre interesting, boring.  Sucker.

amanecedero
DawnmanECEDERO, early morning

amaneramientos
Plural AMANERAMIENTOS of AMANERAMIENTO

amansa
AMANSA , verbal form of the verb AMANSAR , present indicative mode , third singular person .  tame, turn a wild animal
into domestic.  By extension it is said of a very violent or intractable person who goes through a process of psychological
or punitive treatment to self-control.

amapuche
AMAPUCHE In Venezuela : Affection that is made to another person .  Hug.

amarantus
AMARANTUS Herbaceous plant belonging to the family of amarantháceas .  Amaranthus comes from the Greek
"amaranthos" which means without mortality, that is, always alive, referring to the bracteas of the inflorescence that do
not wither



amarfilado
AMARFILADO , A With appearance or color of ivory.  Imitating the appearance of ivory.

amarguitas
AMARGUITAS diminutive f .  and pl .  of BITTER .  With a small bitter taste Las Amarguitas, Cervecería de Córdoba,
Veracruz, Mexico that offers more than 550 varieties of beer to its diners and tourists.  3 .  Brand of this industry. 

amarillentud
AMARILLENTUD Yellowing , quality of yellow .

amarilón
Amarilón ( Couratari guianensis ) It is a tree that reaches up to 30 m in height.  The trunk is 70 cm to one meter in
diameter, with bumps at the base and branches in the cup.  Alternate simple leaves, grouped at the end of the branches.
 They have abundant terminal inflorescence, with pink flowers, reddish or lilacs of six sepals and six petals.  The fruit is
capsule shaped 10 cm long, woody and green, with a cap on the terminal part.  The seeds are thin dark brown. It is
found in forests from Costa Rica to Bolivia, Brazil and the Guianas, under 700 meters also on the Caribbean coast of
Colombia and is very apploalike in jewelry for the elaboration of necklaces.

amarra navajas
AMARRA NAVAJAS or AMARRANAVAJAS Said of a person : That he is creating conflicts .  Its origin comes from the
mooring, person who in cockfights is responsible for placing (and taking out ) the knives on the legs of the roosters and
preparing them for the fight.  .

amarrados
AMARRADOS plural of AMARRADO , participle of the verb AMARRAR , tie, bind, compromise, join or secure by means
of ropes

amarrategui
AMARRATEGUI fictitious surname that is assigned to a greedy person

amasía
AMASÍA error by AMASÍAS

amasías
AMAIAH biblical name derived from 'amots' to be strong' and 'yah', short for yah (not to pronounce G-d's name in vain)
by Yahweh.  In short, it means God is strong

amauchete
AMACHETE , Originally A machete .  Needle bearing system that efficiently replaces the friction bushing

amazig
AMAZIG anglicism , misspelling by AMAZING , amazing , fantastic , extraordinary , spectacular

amá



AMA Mom's apheresis.

ambicionada
AMBICIONADA past participle , feminine , of the verb AMBICIONAR , desire with fervor , long desire in time to obtain or
achieve ( something ) 

ambient
AMBIENT (music) ambient, musical genre, interpreted primarily with electronic musical instruments, in which the tone
and sound atmosphere is underlined over the musical structure, rhythm and other musical aspects.  . 

ambientalistas
ENVIRONMENTALISTS, plural of ENVIRONMENTALLY SAID of a person : Who cares about the environment, who
works to improve it.

ambisosa
AMBISOSA The right word is Ambitious .  See Ambitious .

ameba comecerebros
BRAIN-EATING AMOEBA naegleria fowleri free-living amoeboflagellate, a pathogenic parasite found in temperate and
stagnant freshwater.  It is spread nasally and not buccally.  From the nose it reaches the brain, where it begins to
destroy brain tissue, almost always causing death in a fulminating way.  It usually kills within a week. 

amellizada
AMELLIZADA of AMELLIZAR , parear

amenities
AMENITIES, plural of the English word AMENITY translated as AMENITY Quality of entertaining .

amerguaba
I'm amenguaba, and I didn't get in the way.  Imperfect preterite of the verb AMENGUAR , decrease, placate, reduce

americanicista
AMERICANICISTA who is in favor of Americanicism 2 .   that favors Americanicism, which can be a doctrine in favor of
North America or in favor of the American continent, depending on the context. 

amesetó
AMESET third singular person of the indefinite past of the verb AMESETAR, which does not grow, which stops growing

amicofilia
AMICOPHILIA .  -filia is to have sympathy or like something or someone.  Amicophilia is therefore the pleasure of having
and sharing with friends.

amielada



AMIELADA part .  Pas.  of AMIELAR .  It seems that it is about smearing with honey, but the RAE defines that action as
ENMELAR, which the dictionary of ahigal (Cáceres) gives as synonyms.   Another possibility is that it is AMOLAR, which
consists of collecting the wheat after having been cleaned in the era, forming the grind. 

amigo con beneficio
FRIEND, a WITH BENEFIT person who has sex for pleasure, without any romantic relationship

amigo con cover
FRIEND, to WITH COVER person who has sex without contemplating feelings, but only pleasure and having a good
time.  Allegory to the cover of a bar or restaurant, which entitles you to a minimum of service and nothing more

amigo con ventaja
FRIEND, a WITH ADVANTAGE person who has sex with another or another, but without having involved feelings, but it
is only for pleasure and having a good time. 

amigo de corazón
FRIEND OF HEART Is the person who is in the good and the bad, who does not have a friendship for his own benefit or
for the money and the importance of the other, but for his qualities as a person and being human exclusively.  Person
who has feelings of very deep fellowship with a friend.

amigo del alma
FRIEND OF THE SOUL THIRD TIME THAT I DEFINE THIS TERM endearing person, who is considered as a brother,
even more.  Unconditional friend with whom you have a deep friendship. 

amigo fiel
FIEL FRIEND Is the unconditional friend, who is with one in the good and the bad, no matter how bad the situation.

amigo leal
LOYAL FRIEND friend who is in the good and in the bad, who does not betray the friendship . 

amiguicracia
AMIGUICRACIA government of friendships, as opposed to meritocracy, where they lead the best.

aminoramiento
REDUCTION reduction, dwarfing, action and effect of diminishing

amistocracia
AMISTOCRACIA Government of friends .  Similar to the nepotism that is the government of close relatives and
antagonistic to the meritocracy that is the government of the most capable.

amistosos
FRIENDLY plural FRIENDLY that is friendly



amolaté
AMOLATM spelling error by AM-LATE pronominal form of the second person , singular of the imperative of the verb
AMOLAR , 1 .  Sharpen an object on tooth 2.  In Spain: screwing up or disturbing charges

amor de compañía
COMPANY LOVE or STORGE, that love that begins with a friendship and then, overnight, not knowing as or when,
becomes a romantic relationship. 

amor en compañia
LOVE IN COMPANY spelling error for LOVE IN COMPANY, love as a couple.  It is probably consulted for COMPANY
LOVE or STORGE, that love that comianza with a friendship and then, overnight, not knowing as or when, becomes a
sentimental relationship. 

amores
AMORES plural of LOVE person of which someone has fallen in love.  Situation of infatuation by another person.

amores superficiales
SUPERFICIAL LOVES brief infatuation, without great importance, rather of sexual character than deep. 

amorfia
AMORFIA quality or property of not having definite form, of being AMORPHOUS

amoridio
AMORIDIO E den Spain : error by AMORODIO

amorillote
AMORILLOTE fragaria vesca L in Spain : one of the Galician terms to name strawberry, olanta and fruit originating in
Eurasia and that is spread throughout Europe, and in Spain especially in the northern region.  It is a species of the
rosacea family, which grows between 5 and 30 cm tall, with rhizomes covered with leaf and stypulous remains,
developing stolons up to 2 meters long. 

amorilloteira
AMORILLOTEIRA Galician name of wild strawberry.  Perennial plant 5 to 30 cm high, with rhizomes covered with
remains of leaves and stypules, and developing epigeal stolons up to 2 m long, which root at the knots and are born
riceized leaves. 

amorodeira
AMORODEIRA fragaria vesca is the common portuguese name for the wild species of the genus Fragaria, (vesca
comes from Latin alluding to forests.  ) , within which is the strawberry and the Chilean strawberry or Chilean strawberry
(also called white strawberry, sand strawberry or Chiloé strawberry) (fragaria chiloensis), are creeping plants whose
name derives from the Latin fraga, fragrance, for the aroma they give off.  They belong to the family of rosaceas.  In
Europe, especially Italy is grown the strawberry musk or fragaria moschata, which in France is known as strawberry
hautbois (of the high forest) and in English is called strawberry hautboy.  Interestingly, English speakers call the oboe
hautbois. 



amorodio
AMORODIO in Spain : contraction of the opposite feelings of LOVE and HATE; simultaneous feeling that mixes
sentimental attraction and rejection at the same time. 

amortajada
SHROUD f .  of AMORTAJADO , past participle of AMORTAJAR , wrapping , hiding

amoscatelar
AMOSCATELAR moscatelar, produce the wine MOSCATEL give the wine fruity flavor (aroma of jasmine, orange
sprout) ajerezado, typical of the desert wine that occur in vineyards near the beach, sandy and with great influence of
the sea. 

ampa
AMPA 1 .  in Argentina : Association of Criminal Women of Argentina 2 .  In Spain : Association of Mothers and Parents
of Pupils 3 .  Self-measured Blood Pressure, Domestic Pressure Measurement 4.  In chemistry : alpha-amino ,
3-hydroxyl , 5-methyl , 4-isozaxole-propionate , an agonist of a biochemical recepta. 

amparista
AMPARISTA that is in favor of amparo.  2 .  Who is a follower of actress Amparo Grisales, Amparo Larrañaga or
Amparo Noguera

ampiario
AMPIARY 1 .  From Portuguese APIARIO, bee panel.  2 .  Incorrect way to name the intensity of electric current, instead
of Amps. 

ampiario
AMPIARY 1 .  From Portuguese APIARIO, bee panel.  2 .  Incorrect way to name the intensity of electric current, instead
of Amps. 

ampiario
AMPIARY 1 .  From Portuguese APIARIO, bee panel.  2 .  Incorrect way to name the intensity of electric current, instead
of Amps. 

amputee
AMPUTEE anglilicism by AMPUTADO; person or animal that has undergone the amputiation of any limb or organ. 

anabi
ANABI arab word for nabí, profeta, prophet Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be nabí, prophet, profeta

anacrónicos
ANACRONS plural of ANACRON, of the Greek ana-sin, and chronos, time, both in abstract and a certain period, that is,
in disorderly form, without every thing being at their time. 

anacu



ANACU mantle covering from the shoulders to the legs used by the Peruvian Indians. 

anagramas
ANAGRAMA Transpose the letters of a word or statement to create a new word or statement .  For example, ONA and
NAO or ANO . LOVE and ROME, GLAUCA in CALUGA (and vice versa )

analizante
ANALYSIS you analyze, which you study in detail, in depth

anarco couturier
ANARCO COUTURIER of the French COUTURIER, couturier, tailor and ANARCHY, suppression of the superior power
(State) and absolute individual freedom; nickname designated by the journalist Leticia García to the couturier Lorenzo
Caprile, who, since 1990 dictates professorship in Spain. 

anarco-ecologista
ANARCHO-ECOLOGIST error by ANARCHO-ECOLOGIST

anarcocapitalismo
ANARCHO-CAPITALISM thought that proposes the honest private ownership of the means of production and the
freedom to administer them and be, in turn, owners of what is produced, without coercive interference from the State or
from particular collectives.  It defends the free possession of weapons.  ? Although private property allows its rightful
owners to decide whether others can enter its territory armed

anarcocapitalista
ANARCHO-CAPITALIST person who supports ANARCHO-CAPITALISM

anarcocomunismo
ANARCHO-COMMUNISM A line of political thought that gives relevance to collective experience as important in the
search for individual freedom.   There are two types of communism: authoritarian communism that demands the
maintenance of the state and the institutions that it entails and libertarian communism or anarcho-communism, which
advocates its disappearance. 

anarcocomunista
ANARCHO-COMMUNIST Relative to , or sympathizer of ANARCHO-COMMUNISM

anarcoecologismo
ANARCHO-ECOLOGICALISM line of thought that places the emphasis on environmental issues.  Within this current
coexist anarcho-individualist positions such as anarcho-primerivism with social ecology, which has an anarcho-socialist
approach. An important influence on ecological anarchism has been provoked by the thought of the American
anarcho-individualist Henry David Thoreau and his book Walden, where he defends a simple and self-sufficient life,
integrated with the natural environment, which rejects industrialization. 

anarcoecologista
ANARCHO-ECOLOGIST person who seeks to solve environmental problems from an extreme anarchic and exological
thinking



anarcoliberal
ANARCOLIBERAL relative to ANARCOLIBERALISM

anarcoliberalista
ANARCHO-LIBERALIST who defends ANARCHO-LIBERALISM

anarcolibertario
ANARCOLIBERTARIO relative to , or defender of ANARCOLIBERTARISMO

anarcolibertarismo
ANARCOLIBERTARISM line of thought that gives extreme priority to individual freedom under the eaves of anarchist
thought, that is, where there is no supreme authority, nor similar form of authoritarianism. 

anarcoprimitivismo
ANARCHO-PRIMERIVISM current political thought advocating a return to feral society, to uncivilized ways of life,
through deindustrialization, the abolition of the division of labor or specialization and the abandonment of large-scale
organizational technologies.  Anarcho-premierivists criticize the origins and progress of the Industrial Revolution and
industrial society, as the passage from bounty hunters to agricultural subsistence during the Neolithic revolution resulted
in coercion, social alienation, and social stratification.  Prehistoric human settlements demonstrate, however, that from
the beginning, and as a form of survival, we have organized ourselves functionally and had leaders who led the
community and had a superior status.

anarcoprimitivista
ANARCHOPRIMITIVIST who follows the current of thought of ANARCHOPRIMITIVISM

anarcosocialismo
ANARCHO-SOCIALISM forms of anarchism that advocate some form of stateless socialism.  They are lines of
anarchism that identify themselves as part of the political left. 

anarcosocialista
ANARCHO-SOCIALIST related to , or follower of the current of thought called ANARCHO-SOCIALISM

anarkistas
ANARKISTAS pl .  of ANARCHIST , urban juvenile mode of writing with k instead of qu to be rebellious or to save
characters . 

ancestria
ANCESTRY spelling error by ANCESTRY, study of ancestors

ancestria
ANCESTRY spelling error by ANCESTRY, study of ancestors

ancestría
ANCESTRY biogeographical distribution of the genetic variation of human populations and their history.  The genetic



ancestry is based on the fact that all humans come from a common ancestor, and that each individual is more or less
close to each of the rest of the species. 

ancilación
ANCILATION Action and effect of ANCILAR, in literature: provide support, be (element) auxiliary

andar arriba de la pelota
WALK ON TOP OF THE BALL.  Being drunk, cured.  It is said of who zigzagges from side to side because he cannot
stand well.

andar borracho
ANDAE BORRACHO walk drunk, intoxicated, cured

andar con la del bandido
WALKING WITH THE BANDIDO IN Chile: thinking about doing evil or committing crimes

andar con la pera
walk with fear, fear.  It comes from ancient times when it was said that someone was walking with PEAR shivering if jaw
trembled him for fear of something.  .

andar con la roca
WALK WITH ROCK Have great sexual appetite, need to have sex as a product of a long abstinence. 

andar con la vena
WALK WITH THE VENA Have great sexual appetite, need to have sex as a product of a long abstinence.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be walking with the rich, having the accumulated kino, walking eagerly

andar con permiso del panteonero
WALKING WITH PERMISSION OF THE PANTEONERO very old person Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be walking past gladiolo, ready pa 39 , l wooden pyjamas

andar con yeguas robás
WALKING WITH YEGUAS ROBAS in Chile: walking as a lover of a man or a woman

andar curado
CURED WALKING go circulating on foot or in a vehicle, in a state of drunkenness.  Use figuratively and pejoratively
when someone says things that are unreasonable (at least for the listener) 

andar ne boca de todos
WALK IN EVERYONE'S BOCA be everyone's commentary

andar pato
WALKING DUCK in Chile: walking without money, being bare, walking without one, being desfondado



andar peinando huevos
WALKING BY PEINING ERGS In Chile : boring Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be beat, be bored


